Dry stack
construction system.

The quick-and-easy dry stack construction system

Stackton,
because it makes building walls so
easy.
With the patented dry stack system (DSS) it is extremely easy to build sturdy, top-quality
retaining walls, free-standing walls and fences. The quick DSS, which is constructed up to
a height of 65 cm, is assembled using pins and not built with mortar. Only above that height
are counter blocks or reinforcement required. The simple, cost-saving and highly versatile
DSS is easy to dismantle and reassemble. Use quick-and-easy interconnecting blocks and
a neat wall is finished in no time.

Dry stack system extra:
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•

Free advice at the site of your choice

•

Structural drawing from the Stackton laying contractor

•

Expert tip for DIY enthusiasts at start of construction

(free of charge on realisation, otherwise € 60)
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Stackton,
because just a few components provide
maximumflexibility.
Block, pin, slab - that‘s all there is to the quickest wall-building system. Free-standing walls
can be assembled with interconnecting blocks up to a height of 215 cm with reinforcement
and up to a height of 65 cm without reinforcement. Retaining walls are perfectly stabilised
with counter blocks or reinforcement. If there is sufficient space behind the wall, counter
blocks can be used which are filled with gravel, broken concrete or crushed rock (each
without fines) and provided with a drainage pipe. A concrete filling and steel reinforcement
are always required if little space is available. As you can see, the DSS can be adapted to
suit any situation.

Dry stack system extra:
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•

Standard solutions up to a height of 215 cm

•

High retaining walls with small depth possible
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Stackton,
because it‘s less expensive
than conventional wall systems!

Comparing facts gives you certainty. Stackton‘s price per square metre is absolutely
unbeatable! No matter whether you do it yourself or have someone do the work for you.
The surfaces available are Westernface (granular) and Smooth (stone-smooth) in beige,
anthracite and grey. A combination of aesthetic appearance and functionality, a multitude
of design options, durability and maintenance-free use will bear comparison with conventional wall systems. In every single case! Price is the only exception. Because Stackton is
much less expensive!

Dry stack system extra:
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•

Surfaces and colours to choose from

•

One pin, one counter block and one slab
for all systems

Westernface beige
(granular)

Westernface anthracite
(granular)

Smooth grey
(stone-smooth)
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Stackton,
because it leaves you a choice:

DIY or have someone do the work for you!

Would you like to assemble your Stackton wall yourself? No problem. For low walls it is
sufficient to dig a foundation trench at least 30 cm across the entire width of the wall, fill it
with frost-proof material and then compact it. In the case of high walls and retaining walls
with counter blocks or reinforcement your best bet is to consult a laying contractor in your
area who stocks Stackton. Planning and structural analysis take your special requests into
account. The dry stack system is so quick and easy.

Dry stack system extra:
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•

The option of doing everything yourself

•

Have the work done by a laying contractor in
your area who stocks Stackton

1.
Dig foundation trench 10 cm
wider than thickness of wall.
Frost depth has to be approx.
80-100 mm.

6.
Fill counter block with gravel,
20/70 broken concrete or crushed rock (each without fines).

2.

3.

Place the fill and compact it
with a vibrating plate.

Top up with gravel, 2/4 stone
chippings or lean concrete
(approx. 150 kg cement/m³)
and level.

7.

8.

Place the next retaining wall
blocks and rows of counter
blocks.

Fold nonwoven over the top
counter blocks.

4.
Place retaining wall blocks.

9.
Attach slab with concrete
adhesive and impregnate.

5.
Position counter blocks
behind the retaining wall
blocks. Insert nonwoven and
drainage pipe (see 8.).

10.
AND
A NEAT
WALL IS
Und schön
fertig
FINISHED.
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Stackton,
because laying contractors are finished
sooner than expected.
Do you like taking quick decisions? Do you expect the assembly of your dry stack system
to be just as quick? If so, contact a Stackton laying contractor in your area. He will plan your
project, make you a fixed-price offer and handle everything up to the scheduled completion
date you request. Why is it finished so soon? Because laying contractors stocking Stackton
have the full range of Stackton products readily available and because Stackton is the
quickest dry stack system.

Dry stack system extra:
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•

Construction in next to no time

•

Less expensive than conventional bricklaying
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Retaining wall with counter block
if there is sufficient depth
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Nonwoven
Up to 260

Westernface or Smooth blocks are joined quickly and easily with counter blocks. The number of counter blocks depends on the height of the
wall, the surcharge of the embankment and soil conditions. Under the
counter blocks there is a drainage pipe and the counter blocks themselves are filled with gravel, broken concrete or crushed rock (each
without fines). The right grain size ensures optimal drainage. To prevent
penetration by soil the top row of counter blocks is covered with a
nonwoven pulled up from below.

Fill

(Drainage material without fines)

frost depth

Approx. 80-100

Drainage

(granular)
40 x 20 x 15 cm

Westernface

Retaining wall block

1-sided
beige

3-sided
beige

1-sided
anthracite

3-sided
anthracite

Frost-resistant
compactable base

Slab

24 x 28 x 5.5 cm

Counter block

(stone-smooth)
40 x 20 x 15 cm

Smooth

Retaining wall block

Pin

40 x 30 x 15 cm

+

Beige

8.5 x 8.5 x 10 cm

+

+

Anthracite

Grey
3-sided
grey
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Retaining wall with reinforcement
and the formwork is going to be easy
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Up to 260

Reinforced retaining walls are just interconnected with a row of
counter blocks that are filled with concrete and reinforced with
steel so they are connected to the foundation. The counter blocks
form narrow permanent formwork for the soil-retaining wall.
A drainage pipe ensures proper drainage.

Nonwoven
Reinforcement

80

Drainage

Reinforced concrete base

(granular)
40 x 20 x 15 cm

Westernface

Retaining wall block
170
1-sided
beige

3-sided
beige

1-sided
anthracite

3-sided
anthracite

Slab

24 x 28 x 5.5 cm

Counter block

(stone-smooth)
40 x 20 x 15 cm

Smooth

Retaining wall block

Pin

40 x 30 x 15 cm

+

Beige

8.5 x 8.5 x 10 cm

+

+

Anthracite

Grey
3-sided
grey
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Free-standing wall
up to 65 cm without reinforcement, up to 215 cm with reinforcement
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40

Free-standing walls up to a height of 65 cm are simply interconnected.
Only from this height upwards is reinforcement required, which is very
quick and easy thanks to the pin recesses in the blocks. No mortar or
special-purpose tools are required. The slab is particularly ingenious.
The integrated 2% incline promotes water drainage and the two nibs

No reinforcement

Up to 215
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(granular)
40 x 20 x 15 cm

Westernface

Wall and column block

2-sided
beige

4-sided
beige

2-sided
anthracite

4-sided
anthracite

frost depth

Approx. 80-100

Up to 65

– outside and inside – make it easier to fit slabs accurately on the last
row of blocks. The locating recess also facilitates precision fit on the last
course of blocks.

Frost-resistant compactable base

Slab

24 x 28 x 5.5 cm

Pin

(stone-smooth)
40 x 20 x 15 cm

Smooth

Wall and column block

(wall width is 40 cm)

Beige

8.5 x 8.5 x 10 cm

+

+

Anthracite

Grey
4-sided
grey
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Free-standing wall with column
up to 65 cm without reinforcement, up to 215 cm with reinforcement
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Interconnecting infill

Concrete strip footing

Concrete strip footing

Frost

Frost depth

Up to 140

mechanical tight
base connection

Approx. 80-100

Up to 215

Up to 240

Frost depth

finished off with two slabs – the same ones that are used on the wall itself.

Up to 480
Wall width 20 cm

Approx. 80-100

Columns lend free-standing walls a very special visual appearance.
Columns are ideal for integrating gates and metal railings. They provide
absolute safety because they are always reinforced. What‘s more, in
high freestanding walls they can be interconnected up to a height of
more than 65 cm because they provide structural safety. The top is

Approx.

Concrete strip footing

Up to 480
Wall width 20 cm

Up to 215
4-sided
beige

Slab

24 x 28 x 5.5 cm

Frost depth

2-sided
beige

Approx. 80-100

(granular)
40 x 20 x 15 cm

Westernface

Wall and column block

Concrete strip footing

Pin

2-sided
anthracite

4-sided
anthracite

(stone-smooth)
40 x 20 x 15 cm

Smooth

Wall and column block

Beige

8.5 x 8.5 x 10 cm

+

+

Anthracite

Grey
4-sided
grey
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Stackton, because absolutely
everything is on the upside:
Fastest wall-building system
Easy to dry stack
Long-lasting and functional
Unique visual appearance
Unbeatably low cost

Available from selected laying contractors and authorised partners.
Take a closer look on www.stackton.at

